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Introduction and Motivation
‣ Multiboson measurements
- Direct probe of EWK
sector of the SM
- Insight into self couplings
of gauge bosons
‣ Important background to
SM Higgs and many BSM
models with new gauge bosons
‣ Area of intense theoretical advancement
- Known large NLO QCD corrections from LO
- NNLO cross sections now known (many differential)
- Several outside NLO uncertainties
- Substantial differential effects from NLO EWK
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Z(⟶ νν)γ: Measurement Overview
‣ Why Zγ ⟶ ννγ?

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-004

- No direct Zγ coupling in the Standard Model
- SM production only via initial state radiation
- Important background for DM searches (monophoton)

‣ Selection
- High pT photon, high MET ( >175, 170 GeV)
- Tight γ ID and isolation requirements (avoid j/e fakes)
- Δ𝜑(MET, γ) > 2, Δ𝜑(j, γ) > 0.5 ⟹ reduce γ+jets

‣ Primary Backgrounds
- Purely experimental ⟹ estimated from data
- Beam halo, spurious ECAL signals, cosmic rays
- Removed via fit to characteristic shape, timing
- Misidentification / Acceptance
- γ+jets, Z(⟶ ℓℓ)γ, W ⟶ μν/τν, W(⟶ ℓν)γ ⟹ estimated from MC
- LO MC with NNLO QCD + NLO EWK corrections
- W ⟶ eν, QCD ⟹ from data
- fake rates measured by inverting ID criteria, applied to data
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Z(νν)γ: Measurement Overview
‣ Fiducial cross section

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-004

- pT(γ) > 175 GeV
- |ηγ| < 1.44
- A⋅ε =0.279 ± 0.002 (stat) ± 0.042 (syst)
- via MG5_aMC@NLO (LO) with corrections
fid

= 66.5 ± 13.6 (stat) ± 14.3 (syst) ± 2.2 (lumi) fb

➡Excellent agreement with NNLO
prediction from JHEP07(2015)085
N N LO

= 65.5+3.3
3.3 fb

‣ Dominant uncertainties
- Estimation of backgrounds
- Theory uncertainties
- Wγ and Zγ shape and
normalization
➡ Conservatively taken with
LO PDF/scale + magnitude of higher order corrections on final yield
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WZ ⟶ 3ℓν: Analysis Overview
‣ Why WZ ⟶ 3ℓν?
- Insight into charged gauge interactions
- Background to charged resonance searches (e.g. H±)
- Cleanly reconstructed leptons, + σ within reach

‣ Selection

- 3 isolated, well identified leptons + MET
- Additional cuts target specific backgrounds
- e.g. m3ℓ > 100 GeV (Zγ), b-jet veto (tt - 13 TeV)

‣ Major backgrounds

- ≥ 3 prompt leptons, Zγ ⟹ from Monte Carlo
- ZZ, t(t)+V/γ, VVV, Ζγ
- Non-prompt backgrounds ⟹ data driven
- Define “loose” ID with identification+ isolation
relaxed from “tight” (analysis selection) ID
- Measure ratio of tight/loose in dijet events
- Apply loose ⟶ tight factors to events passing
full analysis selection but failing analysis ID (tight)
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WZ ⟶ 3ℓν: Results
‣ Cross sections at 8, 13 TeV consistent with SM
13 TeV

N N LO

= 334.3+7.7
7.0 fb

EPJ C (2017) 77: 236
PLB 766 (2017) 268

PLB 761 (2016) 179-183

‣ Unfolding ⟹ remove detector smearing
- Unfolding matrix (R) from simulation
➡ Transfer between true (μ) and smeared (ν)
distributions (after removing background β)

~⌫ = R~
µ+~

- Directly using R-1
➡ large effect from
stat variations
- D’Agostini Method
- Regularize to
obtain smooth
spectrum
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Z and ZZ ⟶ 4ℓ: Overview
‣ Why ZZ ⟶ 4ℓ?
- Smallest diboson cross section but…
- Completely reconstructed state with little background
➡ Very clean signal, good resolution
- Primary background to standard model Higgs ⟶ 4ℓ
- Measurement of Z ⟶ 4ℓ reflective of H⟶ 4ℓ

‣ Selection
- 4 leptons, 2 Z candidates with mℓ+ℓ- ∈ [60, 120] GeV
- Extended for Z ⟶ 4ℓ measurement
Z ⟶ 4ℓ
- Z1 (closest to MPDG(Z)) in [40, 120] GeV
- Z2 ∈ [4,120] GeV
H ⟶ 4ℓ
- m4ℓ ∈ [80, 100] GeV

‣ Major backgrounds

- ≥ 4 prompt leptons (ttV, VVV) ⟹ from Monte Carlo
- Non-prompt backgrounds (Z+jets) ⟹ data driven
- same approach as for WZ
- tight/loose from Z+jets selection
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Z and ZZ ⟶ 4ℓ: Inclusive results
‣ Improved precision from 2015 measurement
- Good agreement with NNLO prediction
- Stat and syst uncertainties comparable

‣ First unfolded distributions at 13 TeV

- qq ⟶ ZZ, gg ⟶ H scaled to NNLO (x1.1, x1.7)
- gg ⟶ ZZ to NLO (x1.7)
- Normalized distributions reduce experimental
uncertainties.
- Many sensitive to
higher order
B(Z ! 4`) = 4.74 ± 0.7
corrections
6
B(Z
!
4`)
=
4.74
±
0.7
⇥
10
(QCD, EWK)

‣ MC differences, but
modeling conclusions
limited by stats
CMS-PAS-SMP-16-017
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ZZ+jets ⟶ 4ℓ+jets: Results
‣ Extend inclusive analysis to
distributions exclusive in njets
- Data softer in njets at 8,13 TeV
(limited by stats)
- ηjj, mjj important for
distinguishing EWK ZZjj

w/o th. unc.
Scale only

CMS-PAS-SMP-15-012
CMS-PAS-SMP-16-019

Scale+(PDF+αs)

Setup at 13 (8) TeV
Process

ME Generator
POWHEG v2

Order/Merging

PS+Had+UE

NLO inc.

PYTHIA 8 (6)

qq/qg/gg ⟶ MG5_aMC@NLO
≤1j@NLO FxFx
4ℓ+nj
(MadGraph 5.1) (≤2j@LO MLM)
gg ⟶ 4ℓ
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MCFM 7.0 (6.7)

qq/qg/gg ⟶
4ℓ+2j (EWK) PHANTOM

PYTHIA 8
(PYTHIA 6)

LO inc.

PYTHIA 8 (6)

LO inc.

PYTHIA 8 (6)
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Anomalous Coupling Searches
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WV⟶ ℓνqq: Overview
‣ Why WV⟶ ℓνqq?
- Larger branching ratios to hadronic states
- Ability to reconstruct system pT for WW
- Only boosted V⟶ qq considered
- Most sensitive to BSM physics

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-012

13 TeV

‣ Selection and Backgrounds at 13 (8) TeV
-

High pT lepton + MET (W)
Assign neutrino pT(ν) using mW constraint
pT(Wlep) > 200 GeV
1 pT > 200 GeV ak8 (CA8) jet with V-like
substructure
- (N-subjettiness) τ2/τ1 < 0.6 (0.55)
- 40 < mpruned < 150 (140) GeV
- Reject further b-tagged ak4(5) jets
- Jet ~back to back with lepton, MET,
and leptonic W (Reduce W+jets)
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WV⟶ ℓνqq: Results
‣ Backgrounds modeled with analytic functions
- Fit to mpruned distribution
- Normalization constrained in ttbar
control region
‣ aTGC limits via unbinned fit
Energy

Generator for aC

Fit distribution

8

MCFM

pT(J)
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MG5_aMC LO via
ME reweighting

mwv ( > 900 GeV)

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-012
arXiv:1702.06095

‣ Consistent with SM
- Improved
sensitivity from
leptonic results
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aC Limits from WZ and ZZ
‣ Limits also obtained in leptonic states
with aC formulation for ZZ and WZ
Process

Generator for aC

Fit distribution

ZZ

Sherpa 2.1

mZZ

WZ

MCFM

pT(Z)

‣ Consistent with SM
- Limits from ZZ
exceed previous
CMS limits by
factor of 3-4
EPJ C (2017) 77: 236
PLB 766 (2017) 268
CMS-PAS-SMP-16-017
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Multibosons and the Standard Model
‣ The Standard Model
is alive and well
➡And more complete
than ever!
‣ Finding cracks
requires pushing
theory and
experiment to new
limits in precision

‣ Many measurements syst. limited
‣ Comparison to NNLO theory now
the standard
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Summary and Conclusions
‣ Multiboson physics an important probe of SM and BSM
‣ Results from CMS on Zγ, WZ,
ZZ, and WV consistent with SM
- Demonstrate energy
dependence of SM
production
- Confirm state of the art
theoretical predictions
- Place limits on BSM physics in generalized language of
aC/EFT
‣ Analyses at 13 TeV have greater reach to deviations from SM
- Extension of analyses to full 2016 (+ 2017) dataset begins
new era of precision measurements at the LHC
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Backup
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Overview of Inclusive Measurements

,019

EPJ C (2017) 77: 236

S. Duric, DIS 2017
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Multiboson Measurements: Procedure
‣ Cross sections
- Total production rate

A = Acceptance (theoretical)
ε = Efficiency (experimental)
𝓛 = Luminosity

- Fiducial cross section
- Minimize extrapolation ⟹ minimize theoretical uncertainty
- Most interesting comparison as theory tools become more flexible
(differential + full decays)

‣ Unfolded distributions

- “True” distributions from data ⟹ remove detector smearing
- Unfolding matrix (R) to transfer between true (μ) and smeared (ν)
distributions (after removing background β) from simulation

~⌫ = R~
µ+~
- Directly using μ-1 ⟹ large affect from statistical variations
- D’Agostini Method — Regularize to obtain smooth spectrum
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Overview of Anomalous Couplings / EFT
‣ Generalized language for new physics in multiboson interactions
‣ Anomalous couplings (triple and quartic)
- Observed as deviations at high mass
- Defined by modifying SM lagrangian or effective vertices

- Alternatively… expand in effective field theory (EFT)
- in terms of Wilson coefficients ci and New Physics scale Λ

- Non-unitary as √Ŝ —> Λ without form factor
- Often presented without form factor for simplicity
- Inclusion of form factor decreases limits
Kenneth Long
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Anomalous Couplings (aTGC) Summary
‣ Limits (without form factors)
comparable to LEP in many
cases
- LHC and LEP probing
different energies
- Form factors decrease
LHC limits
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WW ⟶ ℓνℓν (Presented at LHCP 2016)
‣ Only OF state (eμ) considered
‣ pT(WW) distribution reweighted to NNLO+NNLL[1]
- Jet pT strongly correlated with pT(WW)
- Affects jet categorization

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-006
[1] JHEP08(2015)154

‣ Background
-

VV and VVV — from MC, Higgs removed using simulation (~4% of final yield)
Top (mostly ttbar and tW) — inverting jet vetos
Drell-Yan (inverting mass and MVA vetoes)
Non-prompt background (from mis-ID in W+jets) — “Tight-to-loose” method
Fit using 0
and 1 jet
regions

σNNLO+NNLL
= 120.3 ± 3.0 pb

0 jet

1 jet

Phys. Lett. B754
(2016) 275-280
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Systematic Uncertainties: WZ

EPJ C (2017) 77: 236

PLB 766 (2017) 268
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Systematic Uncertainties: ZZ

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-017

CMS-PAS-SMP-16-019
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